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Matroid coordinatizations over GF(3) are characterized by several properties, 
including a signed elimination axiom and excluded signed minors. These charac- 
terizations are parallel to those which already exist for regular matroids, oriented 
matroids, and weakly oriented matroids. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Signing the circuits of a matroid A4 consists in attributing, for every 
circuit C of 44, a sign, + or -, to each element of C. This notion appeared 
for the first time in [ 121 with the definition by G. Minty of digraphoids, an 
abstraction of directed graphs. It turned out that digraphoids are in one-to- 
one correspondence with regular (unimodular) spaces, and are, therefore, 
a restricted class of signatures. Much more attention has been devoted to 
the broader notion of oriented matroids, introduced by R. G. Bland and 
M. Las Vergnas [2] and J. Folkman and J. Lawrence [6]. For oriented 
matroids provide a combinatorial support to the study of vector spaces 
over an ordered field, and give useful tools for many problems in discrete 
geometry. Many equivalent axioms have been given for oriented matroids, 
including signed elimination [2, 61, basis orientation [S, 10, 31, orthogo- 
nality properties [2], and excluded signed minors [9]. 
Our purpose in the present paper is to prove similar characterizations for 
ternary matroids, i.e., matroids coordinatizable over GF(3). Our main result 
(Theorem 3.1) states that a matroid is ternary if and only if its circuits can 
be signed in such a way that a signed elimination axiom is satisfied. More 
specifically, this axiom characterizes ternary signatures, i.e., the signatures 
obtained from Tutte’s representations by identifying + 1 to + and - 1 to 
-. Furthermore, we show that a signature of the circuits of a matroid is 
ternary if and only if it has no signed minor isomorphic to one of a set of 
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forbidden signatures of U,,, and Q4, a result which closely parallels Las 
Vergnas’ characterization of orientations [9]. Section 3 also relates our 
characterizations of ternary matroids to already known characterizations: 
signatures of bases via Grassmann-Plucker relations (see, e.g., [ 15]), and 
orthogonality properties [ 11, 51. 
Many of our results can also be viewed as analogs of theorems concern- 
ing the non-signed case. For instance our characterization by excluded 
signed minors can be interpreted as a signed analog of the theorem of Reid 
Cl, 13, 161 on the excluded minors for ternary matroids. One interest of 
ternary matroids is given by the following result: a matroid is regular if and 
only if it is both binary and ternary [ 131. The corresponding result also 
holds in the signed case and allows a characterization of regular signatures 
(digraphoids) in terms of excluded signed minors (Theorem 4.3), again an 
analog of Tutte’s theorem on the excluded minors of regular matroids 
L-171. 
An extension of the structure of oriented matroids has been introduced 
recently. R. G. Bland and D. L. Jensen (see [ 71) have defined weakZy orien- 
ted matroids by considering a natural weakening of the orthogonality 
property which holds for oriented matroids. Weakly oriented matroids 
include oriented matroids of course, but also circuit signatures arising from 
Tutte’s representations over finite fields in which - 1 is not a square, hence 
over GF(q) for q - 3 (mod 4). This gives another motivation for studying 
the particular case of ternary signatures, and it is not surprising that some 
of our results use (explicitly or implicitly) the theory of weakly oriented 
matroids. One characterization of weak orientations (Theorem 3.9) is 
actually borrowed from [7]. 
A. Dress has also recently developed a theory of matroids with coef- 
ficients [4], which provides a common framework to matroids coor- 
dinatizable over a given field [4], regular matroids, oriented matroids [4], 
and weakly oriented matroids [18]. The second author has shown in [18] 
that the matroids with coefficients in (“coordinatizable over”) a given semi- 
ring R whose unit group is { + 1, - 1) and such that R is generated by this 
2-element set, are either the regular matroids, or the oriented matroids, or 
the weakly oriented matroids, or the ternary matroids. From this point of 
view, ternary matroids turn out to be one of the four classes which 
naturally occur in the study of circuit signatures. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
We recall some definitions which are classical in the theory of oriented 
matroids [2]. A signed set is a set X together with a partition into two 
(possibly empty) subsets Xf and X-. The signature of X is the couple 
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(X’, X- ). We will denote by the same letter a signed set and its underlying 
set X. This will be of no confusion, the context always indicating if we are 
dealing with sets or signed sets. For every signed set X, we define the 
opposite -X of X to be the signed set of signature (X-, X+ ). 
Let A4 be a matroid on E and let 9 be a collection of signed subsets of 
E. We say that 9 is a signature of the circuits of A4 if the following two 
properties hold: 
(2.1) every signed set of 9 has a circuit of A4 as underlying set; 
(2.2) For every circuit C of it4, there are precisely two members of 9’ 
with underlying set C, and these two signed sets are opposite. 
A signature 9 of the circuits of a matroid M is a weak orientation if 
there exists a signature 9’* of its cocircuits such that for any XE y and 
any YES* with IXn YI =2, we have 1(X’ n Y’) u (X- n Y-)1 = 
1(X’ n Y-)u (X- n Y+)I. When 9 is a weak orientation, the signature 
9’* satisfying the aforementioned property is unique. 
Let 9 be a signature of the circuits of M and let A s E. As is easily seen, 
the deZetion 9 \A = {C E 9/C n A = 0) is a signature of the circuits of the 
matroid M\A. We define the contraction 9/A as the collection of signed 
sets (c = C\A/CE 9 and C’ # 0 and inclusion-minimal with these 
properties }, where C\A denotes the signed set of signature 
(C+\A, C- \A). F or all the signatures we shall consider, Y/A will satisfy 
(2.2), hence 9/A is a signature of the circuits of M/A. It is not difficult to 
verify that the operations \ and / commute. Every collection obtained by 
successive deletions or contractions of 9 is called a signed minor of 9’. For 
every A E E and CE 9’ we define A C to be the signed set such that 
(A C)+=(C+\A)u(C-nA) and (A C)-=(C-\A)u(C+nA). The 
collection A 9’ = { A C, C E 9 > is also a signature of the circuits of M, 
which is obtained from 9 by a sign reversal on A. 
Circuit signatures can be defined in a natural way for ternary matroids, 
that is, matroids coordinatizable over GF(3). The elements of GP’(3) will be 
denoted, as usual, 0, 1, and - 1. Let E be a finite set and let 9V denote a 
subspace of the vector space V = (GF( 3))E. We represent each vector V of 
w  by its components A1, &, . . . . 1, in the canonical base {el, e2, . . . . e,} of 
V. The support of V is the set {e,/li # 0). We say that V is an elementary 
vector of w  if its support is non-empty and inclusion-minimal with this 
property. The collection of elementary vectors of w  is the collection of 
circuits of a ternary matroid. Conversely, every ternary matroid A4 is 
obtained in this way (9V is then called a Tutte representation of A4 over 
GF(3)). For every vector V= Cr= 1 ;liei of #‘-, and all i < n, let V(ei) := pi. 
We sign V in a natural way by setting V+ = (ei/C/(ei) = 1) and 
I/- = (ei/V(ei) = - } 1 . For any signed sets X, and X2 associated with the 
vectors V1 and I’,, respectively, we denote by X, + X2 the signed set 
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associated with the vector Vi + VZ. Let 9 be the collection of signed sets 
obtained by taking the elementary vectors of W. Since there are exactly 
two (opposite) elementary vectors with the same support, 9 is a signature 
of the circuits of the ternary matroid A4 associated with W. Any signature 
obtained in that way will be called a ternary signature. Note that if 9 is 
a ternary signature and A c E, then ;;r 9 is also a ternary signature. 
3. SOME CHARACTERIZATIONS OF TERNARY SIGNATURES 
Theorem 3.1 gathers live characterizations of ternary signatures. One 
more characterization, in terms of Grassmann-Plucker relations will be 
given in Theorem 3.11. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let M be a matroid on E and 9’ a signature of its circuits. 
Then, the following properties are equivalent : 
(3.1.1) 9 is a ternary signature; 
(3.1.2) (Ternary elimination axiom) For any X,, X2 E 9 with 
(X,‘-nXX,)u(X;nX,+)#@ and any f E (Xc \Xz ) u (Xc \X,+ ), there 
exists X3 E 9’ such that f~ X3 c (X, u X,)\((X[ n XT) u (X, n X,“)), and 
there exists e, eX1 nX, and e,EX2nX, such that X,(e,)~X,(e,)= 
X&l) - X&2); 
(3.1.3) There exists a signature Y* of the cocircuits of M such that for 
any XE 9’ and any YES’*, we have 1(X’ n Y’)u (X- n Y-)1 = 
I(X+nY-)u(X-nY+)l (mod3); 
(3.1.4) There exists a signature 9’* of the cocircuits of A4 such that for 
any XE~ and any YES’* with (Xn YI = 2, 3, we have 1(X’ n Y’)u 
(X- n Y-)1 - 1(X+ n Y-) u (X- n Y’)I (mod 3); 
(3.1.5) 9 has no signed minor isomorphic to one of the signatures 3 
and y2 given in Tables Ia and Ib (where only one of the two opposite 
signatures of a circuit is defined), or to a sign-reversal of these two 
signatures. 
TABLE Ia 
% e f  g 
Xl + + 0 
x2 + 0 + 
x3 0 + + 
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TABLE Ib 
x, + + + 0 
x2 + - 0 + 
X3 + 0 + + 
x4 0 + + - 
We shall prove (3.1.1)*(3.1.2), (3.1.1)-+(3.1.3)*(3.1.4)-(3.1.5), and 
(3.1.2) + (3.1.5). 
Proof of (3.1.1) = (3.1.2). Let 9 be a ternary signature, associated with 
a subspace w  of (GF( 3))E, which does not satisfy the ternary elimination 
axiom, and which is minor-minimal with this property. Let X, , X2 E 9 and 
f~ X1 + X2 for which the axiom fails. 
An elementary of the theory of groups is in the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2 (Tutte). Let V be a vector of W, and let e E V. Then, there 
exists an elementary vector C of W such that e E CC V. 
By Lemma 3.2, there exists a signed circuit C of A4 such that 
f~C~X,+X,.Iff~~X,nX,,wecantakeX,=Cande,=e,=fandthe 
axiom is verified. Thus we have f E X, \X2. By minimality of 9, we get 
E= X, u X, and (XT n X,‘) u (Xc n XT ) = 0. Up to a sign reversal, 
there will be no loss of generality in assuming that X,+ = X, , X,+ = X, \X, , 
and XT =X,nX,. 
Let A 1 = X, \X2 and A, = X, \X, . Since the ternary elimination axiom is 
not fulfilled, every circuit X such that f E XC X, + X2 satisfies, up to multi- 
plication by - 1: 
(3.3) X+ =XnA, and X-=XnA,. 
We prove the existence of circuits C1, C2, . . . . C,, . . . satisfying the 
following three properties: 
(i) f E C,+ if n is odd; f E C; if n is even; 
(ii) C,s Vnpl, where V,-,=X,+X,+C,+C2+ --- +CnpI; 
(iii) (C,nA,)\(C, u Czu --- uCn-,)#0; wnn~*)\(GuGu 
. . . UC,-,)#0* 
Condition (iii) implies that (C, u C2 u . . . u Cn)na 1 is strictly increasing, 
which contradicts the finiteness of E. To prove (i)-(iii), we proceed by 
induction on n. For n = 1, the existence of C1 follows directly from 
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Lemma 3.2 and we choose CT inclusion-minimal with the properties 
(i)-(iii). At each step n 2 2, Lemma 3.2 implies the existence of a circuit C, 
containing f and satisfying (ii). Up to multiplication by - 1, we may 
assume, by (3.3), that C, also satisfies (i). We choose C, such that the 
following property is satisfied: 
(iv) C,‘\(C,‘_,uC,+_,u ...) is inclusion-minimal with the proper- 
ties (i) and (ii); 
and we prove that C, then also satisfies (iii). Suppose that this has been 
established for all p < n. Then (3.3) and Conditions (i)-(iii) yield: 
(3.4) c; = C,nA,, C;=C,nA, if p is odd; C,f=C,nA,, 
C;=C,nA, ifpiseven; 
(3.5) 0# vp$i v,-,$i-$x,+x,; 
06) V,nA,n(U,,,C,)cU,,+,.,C,+,+,; V,nA,n(U,.,Gc) 
E UZk~p CL 
LEMMA 3.7. Let C be a circuit such that f E CC VP- 1. 
(3.7.1) rf Cn A, s UZk+lGp CA,,, then p is odd and C= kc,. 
07.2) V Cn A2 s UzkGp CA, then p is even and C= + C,. 
Proof of (3.7.1). Let 2q + 1 be the largest odd integer <p. Up to 
changing C into -C, we may assume f E C+, hence C+ = Cn A, by (3.3). 
The hypothesis of (3.7.1) implies 
thus C+\(C,‘- UC,+ u a.. UC,‘,-,)=C,‘,+,\(C,’ UC,+ u ..a UC&~) by 
Condition iv). 
Assume C+ #C2+,+1. Then there exists a largest q’ <q - 1 such that 
cc+ n C&+l)“C,+,~+, contains an element, say x. Choosing either 
V=C,,+,+C,,.+,-C or V=C2y+1-C2qt+1-C, we get a vector of w  
such that f E V and x 4 V. By Lemma 3.2, there is a circuit C’ satisfying 
fEc'+ and C’ G V. The maximality of q’ implies C’ n A 1 G (Jk c 4l CL + 1. 
Moreover, C’ G V E Vzyt, hence, by an inductive hypothesis, C’ = Czq, + 1. 
But XE C2q’+l \ V yields x E Czqf + 1 \C’: a contradiction. 
Thus, we have C+ = C&+ 1. The vector Czq + I - C is then included in 
A,. By the definition of an elementary vector, we have C = Czq + 1. 
Finally, if p # 2q + 1, i.e., p = 2q + 2, there exists y E C, + I \( C1 u C2 u 
. . . u C,,) by Condition (iii). Thus, we get y 4 V,,, 1. But, by hypothesis, 
cs v,,+, hence y 4 C, which contradicts C = C,,, 1. 
The proof of (3.7.2) is similar. 
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We can now complete the proof that C, satisfies (iii). If 
(C,nA,)\(C,uC,u *-- uC-A=0, then Cnn4W2k+1<nCZ+k+1 by 
(3.6). Lemma 3.7 then implies C, = + C,- 1. But by (iii), there exists 
Yci-1\K-17 hence YE C,-,\C,: a contradiction. The proof that 
(C,nA,)\(C,uC,u .a. UC,-,)#a is similar. 
Proofof(3.1.1)~ (3.1.3)e (3.1.4). For every signed circuit or cocircuit 
X of 9, and every e E E, define X(e) to be the element of GF(3) such that 
X(e) = 1, - 1,O if, respectively, e E X+, eE X-, e$ X. Condition (3.1.3) 
(resp. (3.1.4)) q is e uivalent to: for every X E 9 and every YE y* (resp. for 
every X E 9 and every YE y* with IXn YJ = 2 or 3), we have 
CeEE X(e) Y(e) = 0. The equivalence of (3.1.1), (3.1.3), and (3.1.4) is then 
an immediate consequence of the following result which is a special case of 
theorems due to Lee [ 111 and Dress [ 51: 
THEOREM 3.8 (Lee [ 11, Prop. 6.11, Dress [ 5, Theorem 9-J). Let A4 be 
a matroid on E, and let F be a field. Suppose that we are given, for each 
circuit and cocircuit X of A4, a function e -+ X(e) E F with X(e) # 0, tf and 
only tf e E X. Then the following properties are equivalent: 
(3.8.1) The subspace of FE generated by the set of vectors ((X(e)),, E, 
X is a circuit (resp.cocircuit) of M) is a Tutte representation of A4 (resp. of 
M*) over I;. Moreover, these two subspaces are orthogonal. 
(3.8.2) For every circuit X of A4 and every cocircuit Y of M, we have 
CeeEXte) y(e)=o* 
(3.8.3) For every circuit X of A4 and every cocircuit Y of A4 such that 
IXn YI =2 or 3, we have xPEEX(e) Y(e)=O. 
Proof of (3.1.1) e (3.15). As is easily verified, the signatures y1 and y2 
given in Tables Ia and Ib are not ternary and are minor-minimal with this 
property. Therefore the signatures obtained from y1 or y2 by sign-reversals 
are also not ternary. Hence (3.1.1) * (3.1.5). 
Conversely, let 9 be a minor-minimal non-ternary signature which is 
not isomorphic to a sign reversal of yl. We show that 9 is isomorphic to 
a sign reversal of ,4p2. To that purpose, it will be convenient to use the 
following characterization of weakly oriented matroids: 
THEOREM 3.9 (Jensen [ 7, Theorem 1, p. 1731). A signature 9 of a 
matroid A4 is a weak orientation if and only tf 9 has no signed minor 
isomorphic to a sign reversal of q. 
By Theorem 3.9, 9 is a weak orientation, and we denote by y* its 
weakly oriented dual. For every XE 9 and YE y* such that 1 X n Y( = 2, 
we have 1(X” n Y+) u (X- n Y-)1 = 1(X’ n Y-)u (X- n Y’)I. Since 9 
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is not ternary, and since (3.1.1) e (3.1.4), there must exist XE 9 and 
YEY’* with (XnYJ-3 and I(X’nY+)u(X-nY-)I & [(X’nY-)u 
(X- n Y+ )I (mod 3). Up to a sign reversal, we may assume that X n Y = 
{e, f,  g>, X+ 2 (e, f,  g>, Y+ 2 {e, f}, and Y- 2 (g}. 
LEMMA 3.10 (Seymour [ 14, (2.5)]). Let M be a matroid on E, and let 
X and Y denote, respectively, a circuit and a cocircuit of A4, with 
JXn YI =3. Th en, there exist A, B c E with ( Y\X) E A and (X\ Y) c B, 
such that M’ = M\A/B is isomorphic to U2,4 and Z = Xn Y is both a circuit 
and a cocircuit of M’. 
Let 9” = 9 \A/B. Since (X\ Y) c B, the signature of Z in 9’ is 
Z+ = (e, f, g}, Z- = 0. Similarly, as (Y\X) c A, the signature of Z in 
9’* is Z+ = (e, f }, Z- = { g). In other words, 9” is non-ternary. Since 9 
is a minor-minimal non-ternary signature, we get 9 = 9’. 
If remains to show that 9 is, indeed, a sign reversal of 9$. Let h be the 
fourth element of E. We denote by X, ( =X), X,, X3, X, the signed circuits 
with supports {e, f, g}, (e, f, h}, (e, g, h}, and {f, g, h), respectively. 
Since 9 is a weak orientation, the orthogonality property between X2, 
X,, X4, and Y imply that the table of the Xi’s is as shown in Table II, 
where a, /3, and y denote + or -. 
Up to a sign reversal, we may assume y = -. The signature of 9* will 
be represented by the four signed cocircuits Yi, i = 1,2, 3,4, having the 
same support as the corresponding X;s. The signature of Y, ( = Y) is com- 
pletely determined by applying the orthogonality property between Y, and 
Xi, i = 2, 3,4. Similarly, the signatures of Y2 and Y, are obtained by 
orthogonality with X, and X4. These signatures are represented in 
Table III (where 6 and E denote + or - ). 
Now, orthogonality between X, and Y,, and X3 and Y, yield a = j3 = + , 
i.e., 9 = yz, which completes the proof. (Table III can then be completed 
by showing that 6 = - and E = + .) 
Proof of (3.1.2) =E= (3.1.5). Let 9 be a signature of the circuits of A4 
satisfying the ternary elimination axiom. We show that 9 has no signed 
TABLE II 
9 e f g h 
Xl + + + 0 
x2 + - 0 
x3 + 0 + ; 
x4 0 + + y  
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TABLE III 
Y* e f g h 
Y, + + - 0 
Y2 + - 0 - 
Y3 + 0 - - 
Y‘4 0 + 6 & 
minor isomorphic to Y1, ,4p2 or a sign reversal of one of these two 
signatures. 
We begin by noting that every minor Y’\A/B of 9 is a signature of the 
circuits of M\A/B. Indeed, let X and X’ be two signed circuits of 9\A/B 
with the same support and with X# +X’. Let Ed (X’ n X’-) LJ 
(X- n X”) and fE (X’ n X”) u (X- n Xl-). Denoting by C and C’ two 
signed circuits of Y’\A such that C\B= X and C’\B= X’, the ternary 
elimination axiom yields C” E Y’\A such that f~ C” G (C u C’) \e, hence 
@ # C”\Bs C\B; a contradiction. 
First assume that 9 has a signed minor Y\A/B isomorphic to a sign 
reversal of Y;. Since the ternary elimination axiom is preserved under 
sign reversals we may suppose this signed minor to be precisely Y1. 
Let us choose A inclusion-maximal with these properties, and let 
Cl, Cz, C3 E Y’\A be such that X, = C1 \B, X2 = C,\B, X3 = C3\B are the 
signed circuits shown in Tables Ia. 
Let CEY\A with [Cn (e,f, g)1=2, say Cn (e,f, g) = (e,f}. Then, 
e and f have the same sign in C, for otherwise the ternary elimination 
axiom between C and f C1 yields a circuit C’ E Y\A such that 
e E C’ G (C u Ci ) V; hence (e } = C’ \B s X, ; a contradiction. This shows in 
particular that A is also inclusion-maximal with the property that M\A/B 
is the rank 1 uniform matroid U1,3 on {e, f, g}. Then, obviously, M\A has 
no coloops, and corank(M\A) = 2. Consequently C is a circuit of M\A if 
and only if E\(A u C) is a series class in M\A. 
Assume x E C, n C2 n C3. Then x has the same sign in two Cls, say C1 
and C,. The ternary elimination between C1 and - C, gives C’ E Y\A with 
fEC’s(C1uCz)\{e,x). Th e e ements 1 e and x are therefore in series 
in M\A, hence C3 intersects the cocircuit (e, X} in a single point; a 
contradiction. 
Thus, C1 n C2 n C3 = a. Since corank(M\A) = 2, this means that 
C1, C,, C3 are the only circuits of M\A. Hence, for (i, j, k} = { 1, 2, 3}, Ci 
is, up to multiplication by - 1, the only signed circuit obtained by applying 
the ternary elimination axiom to Ci and - Ck. Therefore there exist 
e, E C1 n C, and e2 E C2 n C3 such that C,(e,) . C,(e,) = C,(e,) . (- C,(e,)). 
Thus we have, for i = 1 or 2, C,(ei) = - Ci(ei). Using again the ternary 
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elimination axiom between C3 and - Ci, we get ei E Cj s (Ci u C,), where 
(i, j} = (1,2}; a contradiction to C, n C2 n C3 = @. 
Now, assume for a contradiction that Sp has a signed minor Y\A/B 
isomorphic to a sign reversal of YZ. Since the ternary elimination axiom is 
preserved under sign reversals, we may suppose this signed minor to be 
precisely YZ. Using the notation of Table Ib, there exist Ci , CZ, C3, 
C4 E Y\A such that Xi = Ci\B, i = 1,2, 3,4, are the signed sets represented 
in this table. Applying now the ternary elimination axiom for the circuits 
C1 and - Cd, we deduce the existence of a signed circuit C’ E 9 such that 
eEC’E(C1uC4)\(f,g}. We h ave C’E~‘\A and {e} EC’\BE (e, h). 
Thus, either {e} or {e, h} is a circuit of M\A/B; a contradiction. i 
We close this section by presenting another characterization of matroids 
coordinatizable over a given field F. In the particular case where I;= GF(3), 
Theorem 3.11 below can be expressed in terms of signatures of bases, i.e., 
applications mapping ordered bases into ( -, + }. We point out that Con- 
ditions (iii) in Theorem 3.11 are in fact special cases of Grassmann-Plucker 
relations. Actually, they are sufficient to characterize matroids coor- 
dinatizable over a given field, and we give a proof of this property by 
relating Theorem 3.11 to Theorem 3.8. We refer the reader to Sturmfels 
[ 15) for a recent proof of the necessity (and the sufficiency) of (general) 
Grassmann-Plucker relations, and a bibliography for this old result. Exten- 
sions can also be found in [ 51. 
THEOREM 3.11. Let A4 be a matroid of rank Y on E, and let F denote a 
field. Then A4 is coordinatizable over F if and only if there exists an applica- 
tion x : E’ -+ F satisfying: 
(i) For every B E E’, B is an (ordered) base of M if and only if 
X(B) # 0. 
(ii) x is alternating: X(e,, e2, . . . . ei, . . . . i?j, . . . . e,) = -X(e,, e2, . . . . ej, 
. ..) f?i, . . . . r,) for every (e, , e2, . . . . e,) E E’ and every choice of i # j. 
(iii) (Grassmann-Plucker relations). For every (e 1, e2, e3, e4) E E4 
and every (fi, f2, . . . . fr-?)EEp2, 
x(e1, e2f19f29 ...Y fr-2)‘Xte39 e47fi,f29 . . ..fr-2) 
- xk, e3, fi, f2, . . . . fr-2JaXte27 e49fi9f*9 .**9fr-2) 
+ xk, e4, fi ,f2, . . . . fr-2)‘Xte2, e39fi9f29 ..*,fr-21co* 
Proof of the Sufficiency. Let 2: E’ -+ F satisfying (i)-(iii). We show that 
M is coordinatizable over F by constructing, for every circuit, and every 
cocircuit, X of M, an application X: E -+ F so that (3.8.3) is satisfied. Note 
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the parallelism between this proof and the axiomatization of the bases of 
oriented matroids by Las Vergnas [S] and Lawrence [lo]. 
Throughout the proof, we suppose that we are given a total order < on 
the elements of E and we identify any set {e,, e2, . . . . e,> such that 
e,<e,< --- <e,, with the r-tuple (e,, e2, . . . . e,). Let X be a circuit of M. 
We extend X to a (r + 1 )-element spanning set 2 of M by adding to X any 
base B of M/X. Let Z=(e,,e2,...,e,.+1) with e,<e,< -.-<e,+,. For 
every eiE 2, let X(ei) = (- l)‘x(Z\ei), and define X(e) = 0 for all e $2. By 
Condition (i), we have X(e) # 0 if and only if e E X. 
LEMMA 3.12. The definition of (X(e)),,, is, up to multiplication by an 
element of F\ (0 >, independent of the choice of B. 
Lemma 3.12 is trivial if M/X has rank 0. Assuming that rank(M/X) 2 1, 
let B and B’ denote two distinct bases of M/X, and let (X(e)),, E and 
Gus,, E be defined as before from B and B’, respectively. By the basis 
exchange axiom for matroids, there exist bases B = B,, B1, . . . . B, = B’ of 
M/X such that IBi n Bi+ll=2 for all i, l<i<n-1. Thus it suffices to 
prove Lemma3.12 when IBA B’(=2. Let then Z=XuB, Z’=XuB’, 
B\B’ = (f }, and B’\B = {f ‘}. To prove that (X(e)),,, and (X’(e)),,, are 
proportional, we show that for every e, e’E X, we have X(e)/X’(e) = 
X(e’)/X’( e’). S ince x is alternating, it suffices to prove this equality in the 
special case where e, e’, f, f’ are, in this order, the first four elements of E. 
Now, by Grassmann-Plucker relations, we get 
x@\f) dzuf’\(e, e’})-xV\e’).xV’\e)+x(z’\e’) sdz\e) =O, 
which also writes 
-x(f)g(Zuf’\{e, e’})+ X(e’)-X’(e)+ X’(e’).(-X(e))=O; 
hence X(e)/X’(e) = X(e’)/X’(e’), and Lemma 3.12 is proved. 
Let Y be a cocircuit of M and B denote a base of M\Y. Identifying B 
with an (Y - I)-tuple as before, we define, for every e E E, Y(e) = x(e, B). 
Clearly, Y(e) # 0 if and only if e E Y. Using a result similar to Lemma 3.12, 
( wh?, E is in fact independent of the choice of B, up to multiplication by 
an element of F\(O). 
It remains to prove that the hypotheses of (3.8.3) are fulfilled. Let X and 
Y be, respectively, a circuit and a cocircuit of M such that IX n YI = 2 or 
3. We denote by B a base of M/X which is included in the hyperplane 
H= E\Y. 
If IX n YI = 2, let X n Y = {e, f  }. Since x is alternating, there is no loss 
of generality in assuming that e and f  are, in that order, the first two 
elements of E. By definition, we have X(e) = - x( B u X\e) and 
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X(f) = x(B u Xv). We notice that B’ = B u (Xn H) is also a base of H. 
By definition, we have Y(e) = x(e, B’) = x( B u XV) and Y(f) = x(f, B’) = 
x(B u X\e); thus X(e). Y(e) + X(f). Y(f) = 0 holds in this case. 
If [Xn YI = 3, let Xn Y= {e, f, g>. Let h E H be such that 
B”=Bu(XnH)u(h}=B’u(h} is a base of H. Since x is alternating, we 
may assume that e, f, g, h are, in this order, the first four elements of E. 
Then, We) = -XV u x\e), x(f) = XV u XV), X( g) = -XV u X\g), 
Y(e) = x(e, B’), Y(f) = x(f, B’), and Y(g) = x(g, B’). 
By Grassmann-Plucker relations, we have 
xk f, B’) - x(g, h, B’) - de, g, B’) - x(f, h, B’) + x(e, h, B’) - x(f, g, B’) = 0, 
which implies that -X(g) . Y(g) - X(f). Y(f) + Y(e) . ( -X(e)) = 0; thus 
X(e). Y(e) + X(f) . Y(f) + X(g) . Y(g) = 0. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 3.11. 1 
4. APPLICATIONS 
Let us first note a striking parallelism between Theorem 3.1 and the 
following results, due to Bland and Las Vergnas: 
THEOREM 4.1 (Bland and Las Vergnas [2], Las Vergnas [9]). Let A4 
be a matroid on E and 9 a signature of its circuits. Then, the following 
proper ties are equivalent : 
(4.1.1) 9 is an oriented matroid; 
(4.1.2) (Signed elimination axiom for oriented matroids). For any 
Xl,X,~9’, any eE(X;t nX;)u(X; nX,+), and any ~E(X;‘\X;)U 
(Xc \Xz ), there exists X3 E 9’ such that f E X,, XT c XT u Xz \e and 
Xi GX;uX,\e; 
(4.1.3) There exists a signature 9* of the cocircuits of A4 such that for 
any XE~’ and any YES*, we have (X’n Y’)u(X-n Y-)#a ifand 
onZyif(X+nY-)u(X-nY+)#@; 
(4.1.4) There exists a signature 9’* of the cocircuits of A4 such that 
for any XE~ and any YES’* with [Xn YI =2,3, we have (X’ n Y+)u 
(X-nY-)#@ifandonZyif(X+nY-)u(X-nY+)#@; 
(4.1.5) 9 has no signed minor isomorphic to yl, YJ, or to a sign- 
reversal of these two signatures (where Y; is the signature shown in 
Table IV). 
Remark 4.2. We notice that Sp, is oriented, and is in fact the only 
oriented matroid with underlying matroid U2,4, up to sign reversals and 
isomorphism. Similarly, Y; is ternary and is the only ternary matroid with 
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TABLE IV 
+ - 
0 
0 
0 
- 
+ - 
0 
underlying matroid U2,4, up to sign reversals and isomorphism. Moreover, 
it is not difficult to verify that, up to sign reversals, y2 and Y; are the only 
signatures of U2,4 which have no signed minor isomorphic to a sign 
reversal of Y;. 
In what follows, we shall say that a signature ~7 of a matroid M is a 
Tutte representation of A4 over a given field I; if the subspace of FE span- 
ned by the vectors deduced from the signed circuits of 9 by identifying 
0, 1, -1 to o,, l,, - 1 F respectively, is itself a Tutte representation of M 
over F. In the particular case where F= GF(2), we have 1 F = - 1 F and we 
say that 9 is a binary signature. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let 9 be a signature of a matroid ii4. Then the following 
properties are equivalent : 
(4.3.1) 9 is a digraphoid (i.e., a regular signature); 
(4.3.2) 9 is binary and ternary; 
(4.3.3) 9 is binary and weakly oriented; 
(4.3.4) 9 is ternary and oriented; 
(4.3.5) 9 has no signed minor isomorphic to x, Y;, YJ, or a sign 
reversal of these signatures. 
Proof A regular signature 9 is binary, ternary, and also oriented, since 
9 is a Tutte representation of M over any ordered field. Furthermore, by 
Theorems 3.1 and 4.1, 9 has no signed minor isomorphic to Y1 , Y;, YS, or 
a sign reversal of these signatures. Thus, (4.3.1) implies (4.3.2)-(4.35). 
By Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.9, a ternary signature is also weakly 
oriented, hence (4.3.2) = (4.3.3). 
The implication (4.3.3) * (4.35) follows from Theorem 3.9 and the fact 
that a binary matroid has no minor isomorphic to U2,4. 
If 9 has no signed minor isomorphic to (a sign reversal of) q, Y*, or 
Yj, then 9 is both a ternary signature and an oriented matroid by 
Theorems 3.1 and 4.1. Thus (4.3.5) implies (4.3.4). 
Finally, suppose that 9 satisfies (4.3.4). Let XE 9 and YE Y* and 
assume that IXn YI = 3. Let (a, b) = ([(A” n Y+) u (X- n Y-)1, 
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1(X’ n Y-) u (X- A Y’)I). The orthogonality of X and Y in the ternary 
sense (Conditions (3.1.3) and (3.1.4)) implies: (a, b) = (3,0) or (0, 3). But 
the orthogonality of X and Y in the sense of oriented matroids is precisely: 
a # 0 if and only if b # 0, by (4.1.3) and (4.1.4). These two conditions 
are, therefore, incompatible. Now, if IXn YI = 2, then any of the orthogo- 
nality properties implies 1(X+ n Y+)u (X- n Y-)1 = 1(X+ n Y-)u 
(.A’-nY+))=l.F or any field F, any circuit or cocircuit X, and any e E E, 
let X(e) = 0, if e 4 X, X(e) = 1, if e E X+, and X(e) = - lF if e E X-. Then, 
for every XE 9’ and every YE 9* such that IXn YI = 2 (or 3), we have 
CeEE X(e) Y(e) = 0. By Theorem 3.8, 9’ is a Tutte representation of A4 
over any field F, i.e., 9 is a regular signature. 1 
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